
 

Adobe, Apple, Cloud Storage Security Got You Down? Ever find yourself wondering if your personal information is safe on the
cloud? Or maybe an IT professional has told you that there are no guarantees of security. This may be because cloud storage
providers like Google Drive and Dropbox store their customers' encrypted files in an unsearchable format. They also use
passwords - or "strong passwords" as they call them - to protect these files. Both of these practices can threaten users because
they make it impossible for hackers and other malicious actors to decrypt the sensitive data. Without the ability to inspect and
understand the content of encrypted files, there is no guarantee that an individual or a company can verify if their files were
actually accessed or modified by a third party. Files cannot be used as legal evidence, which may lead to instances of distrust
and distrusting important documents could lead to loss of those documents. With those concerns in mind, how should
organizations approach cloud storage? How Much Data Will Cloud Computing Become? With the proliferation of cloud
computing services, it isn't surprising that most companies are already burning through more data than ever before. According
to IDC, 50 percent of enterprises already store more than 15 terabytes of data in the cloud. However, this represents just under 6
percent of all enterprise information stored on electronic devices. Unfortunately, even though cloud computing has become
essential for many organizations to remain competitive, it may take years for companies to realize just how much data they
actually need stored in the cloud. Cloud Storage Means Trading Data While Maintaining Security With rapid improvements in
the technologies used by cloud storage services like Dropbox and iCloud, data can be accessed from anywhere while
maintaining security. However, there are instances where security is compromised due to the way cloud storage works. For
instance, Dropbox leaks sensitive information that is shared with third parties. The same goes for iCloud on Apple iOS devices
that allows third parties to access iMessages and other data on an iPhone or iPad even if it is protected by a password. While
there are some instances where cloud storage storage services may leak sensitive data, they also provide increased convenience
and flexibility to the average user. Cloud Storage Services Can Be Used To Store Private Information For Individuals And
Companies While each of the public cloud services has its own ideal use, they are all capable of being used for storing private
information for individuals and companies alike. For instance, Apple's iCloud service can be used to store songs, photos and
documents. Dropbox and Google Drive can also be used for storing songs and photos but also text documents and spreadsheets.
All of this information may be valuable to the average user or company that wishes to protect their most sensitive material from
reaching malicious actors. However, they may not know that the encryption technologies they use aren't very secure. 

Cloud Storage Services Are Exempt From Some Laws That Protect Information While many people realize the importance of
protecting information in the cloud, many do not realize that there are some laws that do not apply when it comes to data stored
with these services.
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